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The very existence of a Jewish political tradition has gone virtually 
unrecognized in our own time, despite the Jewish national revival of the 
twentieth century. To correct this situation, a widening group of scholars 
has initiated a systematic effort to recover the several dimensions of the 

Jewish political tradition, seeking to build a comprehensive and fully 
integrated program in the teaching of this tradition and its contemporary 
uses. The subject matter of Jewish political studies falls into three major 
divisions: Jewish political institutions and behavior, Jewish political 
thought, and Jewish public affairs, which in turn include numerous subdi 
visions. The four primary tasks that should occupy scholars in the field in 
clude investigation, interpretation, presentation, and policy application. 
This article focuses on the first two tasks, outlining what has been done 
and what still needs to be done. 

Politics is, in many respects, the Cinderella of Jewish studies. Much 
attention has been lavished on the development of Jewish religious, 

legal, and social practice; probably even more has been written about 
the history of Jewish-Gentile relations. By comparison, the study and 

teaching of the Jewish political tradition ? with all that it entaiis 
for an understanding of Jewish modes of self-government, Jewish 

political perceptions, and Jewish political responsibilities 
? remains 

an almost uncharted area. 
This omission is surprising. Concerns of an intrinsically political 

nature have, after all, constantly lain at the very heart of much Jewish 

thought and practice. Traditionally, indeed, the validity of Jewish 

teaching has always been considered to find best expression in a po 
litical setting, through a polity in which Jews bear the responsibility 
for creating the "kingdom of heaven" (Hebrew: malkhut shamayim 

? 

the good commonwealth) on earth. Hence, the Bible is replete with 

examples of political behavior and contains seminal ideas concerning 

political organization and obligation. In turn, these are reflected and 

quoted in later texts of Jewish law. Furthermore, and as the entire 

chronicle of the Jewish diaspora experience indicates, Jewish political 

practice did not come to an abrupt end with the destruction of the 

Temple and the subsequent Exile of the Jews from the Holy Land. 
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Throughout their dispersion, the Jews continued to develop and 

embellish distinctive patterns of communal government, and it was in 

accordance with these that communal authority was conferred and 

accepted. 
Total uniformity was, of course, impossible. Geographical, tempo 

ral and cultural circumstances compelled individual communities to 

develop in different ways. What is remarkable, nevertheless, is the 
extent of the similarities and continuities in the political practices of 
the Jewish people, and the degree to which those practices remained 
faithful to a commonly acknowledged source. A survey of legal, 
homiletic and philosophical literature reveals the preservation of a 

shared Jewish political terminology, a distinctive Jewish political 
outlook, and a common approach to political institution-building. In 

short, it confirms the existence of a specifically Jewish political tradi 

tion, with all that the term implies in the way of a continuous dialogue 
regarding proper and common modes of political behavior, accepted in 
stitutional forms, and authentic political norms. 

There exists a sad irony in the fact that the very existence of a 

Jewish political tradition should have gone virtually unrecognized in 
our own time. It might have been expected that the Jewish national re 
vival of the twentieth century would have generated attempts to en 
hance public awareness of the political tradition of which it forms a 

part. In effect, the operational resurgence of the concept of a Jewish 

polity in the modern State of Israel has not been accompanied by an 
awareness of its historical parallels and roots. Concentrating their fo 
cus on what is novel in the present Jewish institutions in Israel and the 

diaspora, past and present, equally obscured is the evidence which in 
dicates that contemporary Jewry functions ? for the most part uncon 

sciously 
? in the political arena in no small measure on the basis of 

certain fundamental beliefs and practices which are embedded in Jew 
ish culture. There has been very little regard for the fact that the pre 
sent behavioral patterns of the Jewish political world, revolutionary 
though some of them might seem, are in essence extensions and modifi 
cations of a tradition which possesses deep roots in the entire course of 

Jewry's long and eventful history. 
Attempting to correct this situation has initiated a systematic ef 

fort to recover the several dimensions of the Jewish political tradi 
tion.1 One purpose of this venture is, clearly, scholarly: the desire to 
demonstrate the extent to which the Jewish political tradition consti 
tutes an integral segment of the entire fabric of Jewish tradition, a sine 

qua non of that tradition given Jewry's hallowed commitment to peo 
plehood and the attainment of Divine redemption through the creation 
of the good commonwealth on earth. No less compelling, however, is 
the contemporary communal importance of the enterprise. As is often 

acknowledged, an increasing number of Jews find themselves expressing 
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their Jewish identity principally or substantially through their iden 
tification with Jewish political issues ? support for Israel, the strug 
gle for the emigration of Soviet Jewry, and the like. In this respect, 
they may be described as neo-Sadducees, Jews who find their principal 

means for expressing Jewishness through the public institutions and af 
fairs of the Jewish people. For such people, linkage to the Jewish 

political tradition may constitute a primary medium of linking them to 

Jewish tradition in its entirety. Awareness of the tradition, and an un 

derstanding of its resonance, promises in effect to enhance and buttress 

Jewish self-consciousness in our times, and thereby to play a crucial role 
in contemporary Jewish life in both Israel and the diaspora. 

It is in the light of such considerations that it is appropriate to 
build a comprehensive and fully integrated program in the teaching of 
the Jewish political tradition and its contemporary uses. Drawing upon 
the vast storehouse of accumulated Jewish historiography, and utiliz 

ing the methodologies more recently developed in the political and so 
cial sciences, such a program can arouse contemporary awareness of both 
the importance and relevance of the topic. Such a program will not only 
fill a scholarly lacunai, but also should make a contribution to the con 

tinuing development of a tradition of enduring worth. 

Jewish political studies emphasizes the organization of the Jewish 

community as a polity 
? a corporate entity whose structure, institu 

tions and processes have reflected the continuing effort of the Jewish 

people to govern itself under a variety of conditions. As a field, it is 

designed to recover and enrich the political dimensions of Jewish life in 
all its manifestations. 

The subject matter of Jewish political studies falls into three major 
divisions: Jewish political institutions and behavior, Jewish political 
thought, and Jewish public affairs. At least nineteen areas of concern 
have been identified on the basis of these divisions as reflected in the 
literature currently available. They include: 

Civic Education 

Contemporary Issues 

Country, Community and Area Studies 

Defining the Boundaries of Jewish Society 
External Relations 

Intercommunity Relations 
Israel Jewish Organizations and Interest Groups 
Jewish Political and Communal Institutions 

Jewish Political Behavior 

Jewish Political Culture 

Jewish Political Organization 
Jewish Political Thought 
Jewish Public Law 
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Public Personalities 

Religious Movements, Ideologies and Public Persuasions 
Research Approaches and Methods 
Subdivisions of the Jewish People 
The Course of Jewish Public Affairs 

There are four primary tasks that should occupy the field: 

(i) Investigation 
- research into Jewish political theory and prac 

tice, past and present, and the development of Jewish attitudes to 

wards the exercise of political prerogatives. 

(ii) Interpretation 
- the analysis of Jewish political behavior and 

its meaning in light of the constitutional bases and divisions of the 

Jewish polity. 

(iii) Presentation - the dissemination of the fruits of ongoing re 

search to a variety of audiences ? 
academic, professional, and general. 

(iv) Policy Application 
- the utilization of this scholarship in 

Jewish public affairs. 

This article deals directly with the first two and, by doing so, with 
the third as well. The fourth will be the subject of subsequent issues of 
this journal. 

I, Investigation 

Not the least of the achievements of the first two decades of sys 
tematic study of Jewish political life and thought has been the devel 

opment of frameworks of analysis which have facilitated an informed 

understanding of major trends in Jewish political life. By positing the 
notion of a continuous tradition of Jewish political behavior, and by 
highlighting the importance of the covenant idea within that tradi 

tion, it has been possible to focus attention on the basic elements of the 

subject and, thereby, to fashion tools for its further study. 
Such study has proceeded along three parallel lines. 

(1) Delineation of the field of Jewish political studies, in the form 
of thematic enquiries into various of the component elements of the 

Jewish political tradition and its manifestations. Many of these have 
been undertaken within the framework of the two Workshops of the 

Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs in the Covenant Idea and the Jew 
ish Political Tradition and in the Study and Teaching of Jewish 
Political Studies, the latter co-sponsored with the International Cen 
ter for the University Teaching of Jewish Civilization. During the past 
few years, an entire series of such studies has appeared: some in the 
form of the Center's working papers; others in scholarly journals; and in 
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a growing number of books, including Kinship and Consent and The Jew 
ish Polity.2 Scholarly bibliographies also have appeared, in the 

American Jewish Year Book series of articles on the literature of Jewish 

public affairs, prepared between 1967 and 1976, and in the Mala Tabory 
and Charles S. Liebman bibliography.3 These publications now consti 
tute an impressive corpus of seminal studies, which have both explored 
the subject as a field of enquiry and mapped its most significant mani 
festations. 

(2) A worldwide study of the structure and functioning of contempo 
rary Jewish communities as polities. Initiated by the Study of Jewish 

Community Organization, the precursor of the Jerusalem Center, in 

1968, this project has now encompassed every major community in the 

Jewish world, and thereby constitutes an invaluable map of the post 
World War II Jewish polity. It has led to the publication of several 

books, including Community and Polity, People and Polity, and Israel: 

Building a New Society; a series of country reports, monographs, and 

special issues of Tefutzot Israel, which, during its existence, was Is 

rael's leading academic journal in this field.4 

(3) A historical survey of the entire course of Jewish political orga 
nization from biblical times until the present day. Among the products 
of this project is The Jewish Polity, the very first attempt to present a 

comprehensive picture of the political systems through which the 

Jewish polity has governed itself from biblical times until the present 

day. In its substance, that work aspires to conform to the strict stan 

dards of political and historical enquiry. Where it breaks new ground, 
however, is in its deliberate emphasis on the political facet of Jewish 

history, and in its emphasis on the re-interpretive implications of its 

approach. Thus, while it acknowledges its debt to previous Jewish 
historical scholarship, it is not bound by the historiographical 
categories usually dictated by the conventions of the field. Rather, it 

posits somewhat different points of reference. 
Most conspicuously is this so in the thorny matter of chronological 

divisions. The various conventional breakdowns are superseded by a 

more refined typology based on the rhythms of political life; appor 

tioning Jewish history into 14 constitutional epochs, each of approxi 

mately three centuries duration, each of which can be seen to possess a 

distinct political character of its own. Each epoch in fact represents a 

particular Jewish constitutional response, or series of connected re 

sponses, to challenges from within the Jewish polity itself and from 

outside of it. What distinguishes each epoch from its predecessor and 

successor is the nature of its basic constitutional referents: the docu 

ments, customs, and practices that provided the organic or fundamental 

laws of the Jewish people of the time and served as the framework of 

its socio-political organization and development. 
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The issue of constitutionalism and constitutional change is central 
to the study of Jewish political history in its entirety and provides a 

base for its periodization. Basically, this is because the Jewish consti 
tution has differed from modern constitutions, most significantly be 
cause of its all-embracing character. It is not confined to the delin 

eation of the political power of a secular society, but extends into vir 

tually all phases of life. A study of constitutionalism in Jewish his 

tory, accordingly, must embrace far more than the record of specific 
fundamental political laws. A reconstruction of the political constitu 
tion of any particular period of Jewish history must come to terms with 
the entire range of communal living during that time, and thereby pro 
vide a framework that can encompass virtually all aspects of Jewish 
civilization. 

The Torah is, in this respect, both an exemplar and a touchstone. It 
is an organic and all-embracing law. For the vast majority of Jewish 

history and by the vast majority of the Jewish people, it has been per 
ceived to be of Divine origin. On both counts, the Torah must be re 

garded as the basic and foremost constitutional document of Jewish 

history. Its subsequent modifications and/or amplifications must, 
therefore, be considered to have been necessitated by overwhelming 
pressures for constitutional change. All subsequent constitutional refer 
ents claim, explicitly or implicitly, to maintain the traditions embod 
ied in the Torah, but all nevertheless do so in a manner which supple 

ments and redirects the original in line with the pressures of contempo 
rary conditions. Thus the Mishnah, Gemara, and the great halakhic 
codes represent such adjustments, from one epoch to another. 

Figure 1 lists the 14 constitutional epochs of Jewish history as de 
lineated in accordance with the above criteria, the dates of each 

epoch, its principal constitutional referent(s) and dominant events of 

political significance. The Jewish Polity has already gone some way 
towards amplifying and refining this scheme by broadening the nature 
and range of subjects covered within each epoch. It includes: 

(1) a detailed review of the dominant political events of each 

epoch, 
(2) a running constitutional commentary, 
(3) a discussion of the constitution under which the Jewish people 

functioned as a body politic in each epoch, including both 

(3:1) the principal constitutional issues; and 

(3:2) the principal political camps and parties within each 

camp; 
(4) the governmental structure of, and lines of authority within 

the edah (the whole Jewish people as a body politic); 
(5) the governmental structure, functions and lines of authority of 
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medinot (countrywide jurisdictions) and aratzot (lands) 
? the 

principal constituents of the edah) 
(6) the governmental structure, function, and lines of authority of 

the kehillot (local communities); 
(7) a representative selection of the politically significant per 

sonalities of each epoch; and 

(8) a list of the principal political terms employed in each epoch 
(and their appropriate translations). 

The Jewish Polity cannot claim to be more than a first step towards 
a complete study of the subject. Principally, this is because of the 

paucity of historical attention to the subject as formulated hitherto. It 
is in that sense that the contribution of the work lies as much in its no 

tation of scholarly lacunae (of which there are many) as in its sum 

mary of received historical wisdoms (of which there are very few). It 

offers an agenda for investigation, not least by locating and identifying 
the most prominent gaps in our present knowledge. 

These initial efforts need to be supplemented with a number of ur 

gently necessary projects: 

1. The compilation of a comprehensive, annotated Bibliography of 
Jewish Political Studies designed to provide students of the field with 
a readily available index to all published studies on Jewish political 
behavior, institutions, and thought, in general, and epoch by constitu 

tional epoch and arena by organizational arena. It is an indication of 

the underdeveloped state of the field that no such essential research 
aid yet exists. 

2. Compilation of a Sourcebook of Jewish Constitutional Documents 
as a companion to The Jewish Polity. This, too, can be classified as a 

necessary tool for further investigation and a valuable stimulant to 

further enquiry. The Sourcebook should present documents illustrative 

of Jewish constitutional development from the entire body of recorded 

Jewish culture. The scan must, of necessity, be far-ranging. As has often 

been pointed out, the Jewish political tradition includes relatively few 

works which represent fully articulated, systematic statements of Jew 
ish political thought. Even those that might thus be identified are too 

dispersed to merit their consideration as linearly progressive state 

ments of political doctrine. The Jewish 'style' in such matters is usually 
eclectic, and consists of refractory comments on matters of political im 

port rather than reasonably architectured statements of political doc 

trine. Most important of all, the Jewish political tradition has usually 
been articulated in the institutional and behavioral dimensions of 

communal life, and it is to documents which illustrate those dimensions 

that attention must be called. 
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Figure 
1 THE CONSTITUTIONAL PERIODIZATION OF JEWISH HISTORY 

Founding 

Climactic 

Culminating 

Epoch Dates Constitution Events Events Events 

1. HA-AVOT BCE Abraham's Abraham leaves Jacob becomes Descent to 

(The Forefathers) 
c.1780-1500 

Covenant Haran Israel Egypt 

2. AVDUT MIZRAYIM c.1500-1280 
Patriarchal 
Settlement in Egyptian slavery Exodus 

(Egyptian Bondage) covenant as Goshen 

reaffirmed 

3. AD AT BNEI YISRAEL c.1280-1004 

Mosaic 

Torah 
Sinai Gideon rejects David accepted 

(The 

Congregation 

kingship as king 

of Israelites) 

4. BRIT HAMELUKHAH 1004-721 Covenants of David's kingship Division of kingdom Destruction of 

(The Covenant of 

Kingship) 

Kingship Israel 

5. MALKHUT YEHUDA 721-440 Deuteronomy 
Judean 
rule Josianic reform Abortive restoration 

(The Kingdom of Judah) 
consolidated 

of monarchy 

6. KNESSET HAGEDOLAH 440-145 Ezra/Nehemiah Ezra restoration Shift to Hellenistic Hasmonean revolt 

(The Great Assembly) Covenant world 

7. HEVER HAYEHUDIM 145 BCE 
(The Jewish 

Commonwealth) 

140 CE 

Oral Tradition Hasmonean kingship Destruction of 

(Torah) Temple 

Bar Kochba 

Rebellion 
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8. SANHEDRIN VE-NESI'UT CE Mishnah Organization of Christian ascendancy End of Patriarchate 
(The Sanhedrin and 140-429 Mishnah/Renewal established anti-Jewish 

Patriarchate) of Exilarchate policy 

9. YESHIVOT VE-RASHEI 429-748 Gemara Completion of Jews come under Reunification of Jews 

HAGOLAH Gemara Islam under Islamic rule 

(The 

Yeshivot 

& 

Exilarch) 

10. YESHIVOT VE-GEONIM 749-1038 Talmud & Geonim and first Last Israel- End of Gaonate 

(The Yeshivot & the 

Codes 

codes Babylonian 

Geonim) controversy 

11. HAKEHILLOT 1038-1348 Constitutional Passage of hegemony Kabbalah in Spain. Black Death 
(The Communities) Responsa to Europe Reestablishment of massacres 

Jewish settlement 

in 
Jerusalem 

12. VAADEIKEHILLOT 1348-1648 Arba'ah Turim Polish Jewry's Spanish expulsion Sabbatean 

(Community Federations) charters. Council and aftermath movement 

of Aragonese community 

13. HITAGDUYOT 1648-1948 Shulhan Arukh Rise of Modernism Emancipation The Holocaust 

(Voluntary Associations) 

14. MEDINAH VE-AM 

1948- 

? Establishment of ? ? 

(State and People) Israel 
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Ultimately, therefore, the selection will not only include immedi 

ately appropriate citations from biblical and Mishnaic sources; it will 

also incorporate quotations from the vast literature of the Babylonian 
and Jerusalem Talmud; the great halakhic codes; the entire tradition 

of rabbinic Responsa; various communal and synodal takkanot 

(ordinances); modern rabbinic pronouncements; communal manifestoes; 

organizational directives; and ? in the case of the State of Israel ? 

governmental decrees. Even thus baldly to recite the potential source 

literature is to reveal the magnitude (and importance) of the 

undertaking. Few of these sources have been mined from a political 

perspective 
? even though research has already dispelled all possible 

doubts that they might profitably be so mined. Simply rescuing such 

materials from the obscurity to which they have hitherto been con 

demned, and attaching to them discreet explanatory notes and short 

biographical profiles will make an important contribution to Jewish 

scholarship. 

3. The Structure and Functioning of Jewish Communities. Notwith 

standing the substantial number of community studies to have appeared 
during the past century, there still exists a need for a systematic 
historical examination of the institutional and political dynamics of 

Jewish life throughout the course of its evolution based on the canons of 

political science. No less necessary are analytical examinations of the 

contemporary Jewish world, which might throw light on the nature 

and form of present Jewish governance in both Israel and the diaspora. 
What most studies to date have provided consists, in effect, of lit 

tle more than raw materials ? and even then, much of the data is 

lacking and what there is, is still being collated. The information 

presently available has now to be reexamined and then restructured, in 
order that it might present a consolidated picture of the functions and 
services performed by various agencies within and across Jewish com 

munities throughout the world.5 

4. The Jewish language of Politics. The absence of a lexicon of Jew 
ish political terms constitutes yet another lacuna of the field. The 
omission is particularly deplorable, since it is the language of political 
discourse ? the manner whereby key terms are coined, adapted, and 
sometimes discarded ? which provides one of the most important keys 
to an understanding of the concepts which they attempt to transmit. 

Consequently, a historical dictionary of such terms promises to provide 
a mirror to the development of the Jewish political tradition in its en 

tirety. 
Some initial steps have been taken in this direction. The Jerusalem 

Center for Public Affairs has compiled a file index of some fifty major 
Jewish political terms, noting their frequencies, contexts and connota 
tions. Making use of this information, The Jewish Polity further listed 
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Jewish political terms (old, new, changed, foreign derivatives) epoch 
by constitutional epoch. Among the initial works in this field are the 
late Lawrence Berman's Lexicon of Medieval Terms, still uncompleted 
at his premature death in 1988, and Gordon Freeman's The Heavenly 
Kingdom, Rabbinic Political Thought (University Press of Amer 

ica/Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, 1985).6 Here, too, however, 

scholarship can claim to have done no more than scratch the surface of 
a very deep mine. Yet to be explored in a systematic fashion are the 
vast storehouses of the Jewish tradition: the Bible, the Talmuds, the 

great halakhic codes, and the Responsa. Now that many of these 
materials can be computerized, students of the field can look forward to 
both mastering them and examining them for their specifically politi 
cal content. In this connection, the Responsa Project at Bar-Ilan Univer 

sity, Israel, is a vital resource. 

5. Studies of Jewish Political Personalities. Who have been the 

principal architects of Jewish constitutional development throughout 
the ages? Who have played roles as statesmen, leading the edah and 
its subdivisions within the constitutional framework in which they 
find themselves? Who have cast their eyes upon Jewish constitutional 

materials and their implications for the polity, acting as influential 
commentators on what they see rather than as either a shaper or 

moulder of constitutional developments? 
The Jewish Polity was probably the first work of its kind to ask 

such questions, and to present such a categorization. The findings there 

presented have now to be tested and pursued. What this involves is far 
more than individual studies of whoever is deemed to have been a 

"prominent personality" in Jewish history. The need is for essentially 
political biographies, which stress not only the "life" of their subjects, 
but also the "constitutional times" within which such lives were lived. 

6. Jewish Political Parties. Whatever the truth in the conventional 
notion that the Jews have always been a factious people, there is no 

doubt that the formation of particular parties (and in some epochs en 

tire 'camps' of parties) has constituted a particularly dominant 
characteristic of Jewish constitutional history. Indeed, it can be 

claimed that the great turning points of that unfolding story can be 
traced almost entirely to the divisive effect exerted on the entire Jew 
ish polity by crucial questions of essentially constitutional import. For 

example, one need only examine the history of the division of the two 

kingdoms after the death of King Solomon; the break between the 
Pharisees and the Sadducees; the Rabbanite campaign against the 

Karaites; the conflict between Hassidim and Mitnagdim; and the rift 

caused by the appearance of political Zionism. 

There are a few studies of Jewish parties and politics in distinct 

periods but no systematic study exists of the phenomenon of Jewish 
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political parties and their impact.7 The phenomenon and its various 
manifestations need to be examined, not as isolated incidents, but as 

parts of a pattern whose effects have made themselves felt upon the 

Jewish political tradition throughout the ages. 

II. Interpretation 

The accumulation of additional knowledge is but an essential pre 
liminary to an analysis of the information thus obtained. Jewish polit 
ical studies is not to be regarded as a progression of attested "facts;" it 
is to be perceived as a finely-balanced testimony to a particularly Jew 
ish perspective on governance, each stage of which reflects a basically 
continuous affirmation and application of constitutional principles 
which lie at the very heart of the Jewish experience. 

This requires development of a conceptual framework which gives 
form to the mass of data, and supplies hypotheses for its further 

analysis and interpretation in terms which speak to the present Jewish 
condition. By asking incisive questions of the material which has been 
hitherto gathered, it has been possible to identify the existence of dis 
tinctive bases of Jewish political action. In so doing, we have begun to 
formulate models of analysis which are as exciting and instructive as 

they are informative. 

Those models have now to be tested and refined, and then so 
coordinated that they might facilitate the formulation of a compre 
hensive scheme for the systemic mapping of the Jewish polity. It is of 
the essence of the scheme outlined here that the two ventures proceed 
simultaneously. While it is the historical and contemporary evidence 
which must provide the bedrock of all theoretical postulates, it is the 

very existence of such postulates which must inform and enlighten the 

enquiry. 
Figure 2 presents a conceptual framework through which to pursue 

this inquiry. Jewish political phenomena can best be examined within 
a matrix consisting of two broad axes: 

(i) Bases - the principal postulates implicit in Jewish political 
behavior and discourse. 

(ii) Divisions - the various categories within whose frameworks the 
bases of Jewish political conduct have found instru 
mental expression. 
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Figure 
2 A SCHEME FOR SYSTEMATIC POLITICAL MAPPING OF THE JEWISH UNITY 

B. Divisions 

A. Bases 

B.l 

Temporal 

(Epochs-Events) 

B.2 Spatial 

(Arenas) 

B.3 
Authority 

(Crowns) 

B.4 
|Powers/Functions| (Institutions) 

B.5 
Ideological (Camps) 

B.6 Partisan (Parties) 

A.2 Constitutional: Referents 

Issues A.3 Linguistic: 

Terminology 
Vocabulary 

A.4 

Conceptual 

A.5 
Political Cultural 
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While this matrix is not to be regarded as a procrustean bed, to 

which each and every instance of Jewish political behavior must 

necessarily conform, we believe that it does encompass the most perti 
nent coordinates of the field. Not only has it hitherto stood the test of 

preliminary 
? but rigorous 

? historical investigation; it has also, and 
more significantly, helped to deepen our enquiry by taking due account 
of the emphasis within Judaism on God's sovereignty and Jewish peo 

plehood and of the consequent constancy of Jewish political concerns. 
A brief review of the points along the two axes in the present ma 

trix provides an indication of the avenue of enquiry to be explored. Its 

starting point (as is indicated by the "temporal" division ? B.l) is 

chronological 
? a division of Jewish history into the fourteen constitu 

tional epochs referred to above. Thereafter, however, it advocates the 

adoption of an analytical approach to take appropriate advantage of 
recent methodological and conceptual advances in the scientific study 
of politics. It proposes, in effect, the study of "problems" rather than of 

"periods" (a guideline which most historians would in any case now 

unhesitatingly accept) and the removal thereby of some of the blinkers 
of historiographical traditions which have hitherto prevented due 

recognition of broad currents and backwater ripples of Jewish political 
life. 

Every political tradition, it is here suggested, rests upon certain 

assumptions about the nature of man, government, and politics; the role 
of law; and the character of justice. Central to the dialogue that in 
forms every political tradition is the attempt to wrestle with the 

questions which arise from such postulates: what constitutes political 
authority and obligation? who governs? who gets what from the 

polity? when and how are those advantages obtained? Such questions ? 
together with the terminology in which they are phrased 

? 
possess 

numerous ramifications, all of which have to be explored if the politi 
cal tradition in its entirety is to be properly understood and appreci 
ated. In the particular case of the Jewish political tradition, that ex 

ploration might best be pursued by noting the particularities of Jewish 
constitutional requirements and the distinctive characteristics of Jew 
ish political organizations and forms. 

First among the former is the covenantal (otherwise federal) base 
of the Jewish political tradition (axis A.l). Fundamental to any 

analysis of this coordinate is a recognition of the Jewish teaching that 
the universe and all its parts are under Divine sovereignty (malkhut 

shamayim) and hence that all human institutions possess only dele 

gated authority and powers. That is the essence of Jewish theocracy. In 

fact, thfc good political order is, in the Jewish view, a complex of inter 

locking authorities whose legitimacy is derived from a distinct and 

explicit covenant-established partnership between God and man. In 
some cases, the former elects and the latter ratifies, and in others the 
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process is reversed; but in every one the two sides of the partnership are 

somehow represented. Part of the theocratic character of the Jewish 

political tradition is indeed reflected in a constant tension between the 
Divine (shamayim or theo) and rule (malkhut or cratos) which must be 
reconciled by federal or covenantal linkage.8 

Covenant theology has become sufficiently common coin in the last 
decade or two in Jewish circles, so that the idea itself is hardly foreign 
even to those who were brought up in a different generation of Jewish 
intellectual endeavor when that vital aspect of the biblical teaching 

was overlooked.9 What is suggested here is that there exists a strong 

political dimension to the covenant idea, and that covenants them 

selves have consistently served as the principal instruments for shap 
ing Jewish political institutions and relationships. 

Our research to date already indicates that Jewish political insti 
tutions and behavior have remained remarkably faithful to this 

covenantal base. These give expression to the concept of political rela 

tionships as the embodiment of a partnership based on a morally 

grounded pact and, like all partnerships, oriented towards decision 
and policy-making through negotiation and bargaining. It is, indeed, 

by studying those arrangements that we can measure the continuing ex 

pressions of the tradition and identify its principal constitutional ref 

erents. 

Like all great ideas, the basic simplicity of the notion of covenant 

masks important complexities. The term brit (covenant) conveys the 
sense of both separation and linkage, cutting and binding. A covenant 

creates a perpetual (or at least indefinitely continuing) bond between 

parties having independent but not necessarily equal status. That bond 

is based upon mutual obligations and a commitment to undertake joint 
action to achieve certain defined ends which may be limited or com 

prehensive, under conditions of mutual respect, in such a way as to pro 
tect the fundamental integrity of all parties involved. Here the con 

cept of hesed (covenantal obligation) also plays a crucial role, since it 

provides the basis for the operational dynamics of the covenantal 

relationship. It underscores the need for a wide and generous response 

among b'nei brit (covenant partners) and for a brake on the natural hu 

man inclination in contractual situations to interpret contractual obli 

gations as narrowly as possible. It is here proposed to examine the 

multiplicity of Jewish institutional arrangements with such considera 

tions in mind, and thereby to underscore the recurrence of the covenan 

tal paradigm in structurally analogous examples of community organi 
zation. 

An enquiry of that nature promises to be most profitable when al 

lied to an examination of the constitutional, linguistic, conceptual and 

political-cultural categories provided for in axes A.2-A.4 of the ma 

trix, for it is these which provide pivotal points of reference for an 
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appreciation of the organic character of the Jewish political tradition. 
A political analysis of the principal constitutional issues and norms of 

any single epoch, for instance, will not only reveal their grainy partic 
ularity. It will also illustrate the manner in which individual consti 
tutional referents reflected contemporary interpretations of the consti 
tutional framework in its entirety and attest to the manner in which 
their framers struggled to make their own adaptations conform to the 

mainstream of traditional Jewish political discourse. 
Within the same context, specific attention must also be paid to the 

terminology of Jewish political language. The texts of any particular 
epoch have to be read as much for their language as for what they pur 
port to inform us about political practices and events. Following Max 

Kadushin, among them are value concepts, terms and phrases bearing 
especially illuminating political content.10 It is already apparent that 
some of these have remained virtually unchanged in meaning and form 
since the days of the Bible (which, indeed, remains the primary source 
for Hebrew political terms); others are of more recent invention and 

adoption; in certain cases, old terms have been suffused with new ? 

sometimes radically new ? meaning. 
Axis /B/ of the matrix suggests a scheme whereby appropriate note 

can be taken of the operational manner in which the bases of Jewish 
political action have been implemented throughout the various epochs 
of Jewish constitutional history. Its starting point is, once again, faith 
ful to the classic sources of Jewish political doctrine: the notion that 

polities (kibbutzim mediniim) are extensions of the original, Divinely 
inspired covenantal relationships of their constituents. There is, 
therefore, no "state" in the Jewish political tradition, in the sense of a 
reified entity complete in and of itself. Classically, only God is 

sovereign. In accordance with His covenant with Israel, God has en 
trusted the exercise of many of His sovereign powers of governing to the 

people as a whole. Ultimately, therefore, human authority for funda 
mental decision-making 

? in accordance with the Torah-as-constitu 
tion ? resides in the entire edah (commonwealth), invariably defined 
as including all adult males and best rendered as a polity of equals 
based on consent. 

The Bible provides several illustrations of the manner in which 
the edah as a whole was responsible in ancient Israel for actions of a 

primary constitutional character: the territorial division of the 
Promised Land, the election of Kings, the ratification of covenants. As 
that source itself indicates, however, the edah was not the only possi 
ble arena of Jewish political organization; there also existed sub 

sidiary congregational forms (initially of a familial and tribal pat 
tern), which are here defined as kehillot (local communities) and 
medinot or aratzot (regional frameworks of governance or congeries of 
kehillot). Axis B.2 addresses the extent to which these arenas 
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constituted adaptations of covenantal arrangements and the manner 

whereby the relationship between such constituent parts of the edah 
was ? and is ? periodically adjusted in response to temporal and 

regional circumstances. Accordingly, it traces the emergence, virtual 

disappearance and (in our own day) re-emergence of the concept of the 
edah as an operational or organizational expression of the Jewish 

polity; the extension in mandatory power of the local kehillah 

(especially during Epoch XI); and the fortunes of various medinot or 

aratzot, several of which at various times vied for hegemony over the 

edah as a whole (as did Israel and Judah in Epoch IV; Eretz Yisrael 
and Bavel in Epoch IX; and the State of Israel and the Jewish 

community of the United States in our own day). 
Each of the arenas here outlined has consistently adhered to the 

constitutional principles of Jewish political practice. (Even the termi 

nology of congregational organization reflects its covenantal orienta 

tion; among Sephardic kehillot, for example, the articles of agreement 
establishing congregations are know as askamot ? a term that has an 

explicitly covenantal derivation and significance.) Nevertheless, sub 
stance must not be confused with structure. In fact, no single form of po 
litical organization is mandated by Jewish law or Jewish tradition. A 

proper Jewish polity is one which embraces a proper set of relation 

ships, rather than any particular structure. 
Axis B.3 ("Authority") and B.4 ("Instruments") recognize this fact 

by stressing that within every arena of Jewish political organization, 
authority and power are distributed among several reshuyot 
(governmental authorities). From the time of the foundation of the 
edah in Sinai, these have been clustered into three sets of authorita 
tive combinations, each with its own direct source of Divine authority. 

During Epoch VII (the period of the Second Commonwealth), these 
three authoritative combinations were designated ketarim (literally 
"crowns" ? a term which itself expressed the theory that each pos 
sessed a separate grant of authority from God through its own 

covenant). Following the traditional texts, the Sinai covenant can be 

understood to have established the keter torah; the covenant with 

Aaron, the keter kehunah; and the covenants with Abraham, Joshua 
and David, the keter malkhut. 

The immediate manifestations of the ketarim are easily apparent; 
but each should also be understood to possess a larger significance. The 

keter torah embodies the means whereby programmatic expression is 

given to Israel's Divine constitutional teaching; the keter kehunah the 
means whereby God and the edah are brought into close proximity 

through shared rituals and symbolic expressions; the keter malkhut 

constitutes the vehicle whereby civil authority exercises power within 

the edah. This unique tripartite division of authority allows the Jew 
ish polity to encompass far more than the narrow functions of 
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contemporary political systems. In effect, it embraces means of gover 
nance that extend beyond the normal range of the modern state. 

Through the three ketarim, the multifaceted character of the Jewish 

people finds political as well as religious expression 
? and in a way 

which constitutionalizes power-sharing. Moreover, each keter pos 
sesses a share in the governance of the edah, through the institutions 
and officers that are empowered by it. 

A series of specific studies prepared under the auspices of the 

Jerusalem Center has already demonstrated the rich extent of this 

particular lode. It has been argued, for instance, that what distin 

guishes the division of authority among the ketarim from conventional 

separation of powers systems is that the ketarim address themselves 

principally to the source, character and purpose of authority, and only 
secondarily to issues of function (e.g., executive, legislative, judicial). 
Each possesses distinct prerogatives, but each also possesses discre 

tionary powers which entitle it to range beyond the strict boundaries of 
its own functional demesne. Governmental functions, therefore, are usu 

ally shared by two or more of the ketarim. From time to time, the 
institutions which embody each interchange acquire a share in more 

than one "crown," as a consequence of certain historical circumstances; 
but the basic tripartite division constantly reasserts itself. The matrix 
here presented suggests a means whereby such changes might be 
identified and accounted for. It also suggests a means whereby changes 

within each keter, and in the relationships between ketarim, can, at 
each level of Jewish political organization, be related to simultaneous 

developments of perspective and alignment throughout the Jewish po 
litical world.11 

One principal motor of such changes is located along axes B.5 and 
B.6 ("Ideological" and "Party" divisions within the polity). These are 

organizational categories which help to give generic definition to the 

religious and political groupings which ? at various times ? have 

competed for control of the governing institutions of the edah. As such, 

they also serve to give conceptual form to what would otherwise ap 
pear to be the random (and sometimes maverick) variations in intra 

Jewish political tussles. The various constitutional issues which 

brought about the emergence of such factions, and their changing com 

positions, might also serve to refine various other points along the two 
axes of the present matrix, and thereby reflect the enormously rich 
texture of the Jewish political tradition in its entirety. By viewing the 

struggle between the Sadducees and Pharisees of Epoch VII, for in 
stance (or, for that matter, between the Rabbanites and Karaites of 

Epoch X; the Hassidim and Mitnagdim of Epoch XII; or the 
"nationalist" and "assimilationist" schools of modernity) as distinct 

political expressions of an on-going constitutional tension, we can 
broaden our perspectives of the entire Jewish experience in times 
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modern as well as ancient. Thus observed, the Jewish people cease to be 
unidimensional and tradition-bound, with predictable divisions and 

stagnant concerns. Instead, they are revealed for what they in effect 
have always been ? a vigorous, sensitive, and dynamic (even populist) 
polity, with their own political traditions and constitutional values. 

Notes 

1. The Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs/Center for Jewish Community 
Studies is an appropriate vehicle for the implementation of these 
tasks. Founded in 1970 as the Jewish Community Studies Group, as an 
institute it unites scholars from throughout the world, each of whom 
is committed to the study of Jewish community organization, political 
thought and public affairs, past and present, in Israel and the dias 

pora. Moreover, through the medium of its various programs, the Cen 
ter has already been instrumental in training a wider cadre of stu 
dents and researchers, whose sensitivity to the importance of the 
Jewish political tradition and its contemporary uses has been height 
ened by acquaintance with the Center's publications and by participa 
tion in its workshops and seminars. 

2. Kinship and Consent: The Jewish Political Tradition and its Contem 
porary Manifestations, edited by Daniel J. Elazar (Lanham, Md: Uni 

versity Press of America, 1981). The Jewish Polity: Jewish Political 

Organization from Biblical Times to the Present, Daniel J. Elazar and 
Stuart A. Cohen, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985). 

3. Daniel J. Elazar, "Confrontation and Reconstitution: Selections from 
the Literature of Jewish Affairs 1969-1971," American Jewish Year 
book (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1972); "The Pursuit 
of Community: Selections from the Literature of Jewish Public Af 

fairs, 1965-1966," American Jewish Yearbook (1967); "The Rediscov 
ered Polity: Selections from the Literature of Jewish Affairs, 1967 
1968," American Jewish Yearbook (1969); Harold M. Waller, 
"Reassessment and Retrenchment: Selections from the Literature of 

Jewish Public Affairs, 1972-1974," American Jewish Yearbook (1976); 
"Selections from the Literature of Jewish Public Affairs, 1975-1976," 
American Jewish Yearbook (1978); Mala Tabory and Charles S. Lieb 
man, Jewish International Activity and Annotated Bibliography 
(Ramat Gan: Bar-Ilan University, 1985); E.G. Burke, The Literature of 
Jewish Public Affairs (Philadelphia: Jewish Community Studies 

Group, 1970). 

4. The products of the Study of Jewish Community Organization are 
listed in the Appendix to this article. 
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5. Works that indicate the possibilities in this field: Daniel J. Elazar, 
Community and Polity: The Organizational Dynamics of American 

Jewry (Philadelphia, 1976); Stuart A. Cohen, English Zionists and 
British Jews: The Communal Politics of Anglo-Jewry, 1895-1920 

(Princeton, 1982); and Daniel J. Elazar, People and Polity: The Orga 
nizational Dynamics of World Jewry (Detroit: Wayne State Univer 

sity Press, 1989). 

6. Gordon M. Freeman, The Heavenly Kingdom: Aspects of Political 

Thought in the Talmud and Midrash (Lanham, MD: Jerusalem Center 
for Public Affairs and University Press of America, 1986). 

7. On Jewish parties: E. Mendelsohn, The Jews of East Central Europe be 
tween the World Wars (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 
1983); Louis Finkelstein, Jewish Self-Government in the Middle Ages 
(New York: Philip Feldheim, 1964); Salo W. Baron, The Jewish Com 

munity 3 vols. (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1938-1942); 
S.A. Cohen, English Zionists and British Jews: The Communal Politics 

of Anglo-Jewry: 1895-1920 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1982). 

8. Ella Belfer, "The Jewish People and the Kingdom of Heaven," Jewish 
Political Studies Review 1:1-2 (Spring 5749/1989). 

9. Arnold Jacob Wolf, ed. Rediscovering Judaism (Chicago: Quadrangle 
Books, 1965); Eugene Borowitz, Choices in Modern Jewish Thought 
(New York: Behrman, 1983); New Jewish Theology in the Making 
(Philadelphia: Westminister, 1968); Understanding Judaism (New 
York: Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1979); Jakob J. Petu 
chowski, Ever Since Sinai (New York, 1961); John F.A. Taylor, The 

Masks of Society, An Inquiry into the Covenants of Civilization (New 
York: Appelton-Century-Crofts, 1966). See also Harold Fisch, 
Jerusalem and Albion (New York: Schocken, 1964). 

10. Max Kadushin, The Rabbinic Mind, 2nd ed. (New York, 1965); and Or 

ganic Thinking: A Study in Rabbinic Thought (New York, 1938). 

11. Stuart A. Cohen, "The Concept of the Three Ketarim: Its Place in Jew 
ish Political Thought and its Implications for a Study of Jewish Con 
stitutional History," Working Paper No. 18 (Jerusalem: Jerusalem 
Center for Public Affairs, July 1982); "Keter as a Jewish Political 

Symbol: Origins and Implications," Jewish Political Studies Review 
1:1-2 (Spring 5749/1989); O. Keel, The Symbols of the Biblical 

World: Ancient Near Eastern Iconography and the Book of Psalms 
(New York, 1978), pp. 259-280; T. Ishida, The Royal Dynasties in 

Ancient Israel (Berlin-New York, 1977). See also "Keter ve-Atarah," 
in Encyclopedia Mikra'it, vol. 4 (Jerusalem, 1962), clmns. 405-408. 
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Appendix: The Products of the Study of 

Jewish Community Organization 

Books 

The Balkan Jewish Communities: Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Greece, and Turkey 
- Daniel J. 

Elazar, Harriet Pass Friedenreich, Baruch Hazzan, and Adina Weiss Liberles 

(Lanham, Md.: Center for Jewish Community Studies and University Press of Amer 

ica, 1984) 
Community and Polity: The Organizational Dynamics of American Jewry 

- Daniel J. 
Elazar (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1976) 

Israel: Building a New Society 
- Daniel J. Elazar (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 1986) 

Jewish Communities in Frontier Societies: Argentina, Australia, and South Africa 
- 

Daniel J. Elazar with Peter Medding (New York: Holmes and Meier, 1983) 
The Jewish Communities of Scandinavia: Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland - 

Daniel J. Elazar, Adina Weiss Liberles, and Simcha Werner (Lanham, Md.: Center 
for Jewish Community Studies and University Press of America, 1984) 

Jewishness in the Soviet Union: Report of an Empirical Study 
- 

Benjamin Fain and 
Mervin Verbit (Jerusalem: Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, 1984) 

The Jews of Yugoslavia: A Quest for Community 
- Harriet Pass Friedenreich 

(Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1979) 
Maintaining Consensus: The Canadian Jewish Polity in the Postwar World - Daniel J. 

Elazar and Harold M. Waller (Lanham, Md.: University Press of America and 

Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, 1989) 
The Other Jews: The Sephardim Today 

- Daniel J. Elazar (New York: Basic Books 

1989) 
People and Polity: The Organizational Dynamics of World Jewry 

- Daniel J. Elazar 

(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1989) 

Reports, Working Papers, and other Separately Published Items 

(Published by the Center for Jewish Community Studies, Philadelphia) 

The Activity Spheres of the American Jewish Community 
- Daniel J. Elazar (1972) 

American Jewry and the Yom Kippur War: A First Assessment of the Community Re 

sponse 
- Daniel J. Elazar (1974) 

The Canadian Jewish Community: A National Perspective 
- Harold M. Waller (1977) 

"Civil Judaism" in the United States - 
Jonathan S. Woocher (1978) 

Decision-Makers in Communal Agencies: A Profile 
- Daniel J. Elazar (1973) 

The Decision Makers: Key Divisions in Jewish Communal Life 
- Daniel J. Elazar (1973) 

Decision Making in the American Jewish Community 
- Daniel J. Elazar (1972) 

The Democratization of a Community: The Case of French Jewry 
- Ilan Greilsammer 

(1979) 
French Jewry and American Jewry 

- Marc Salzburg (1971) 
The Geography of American Jewish Communal Life 

- Daniel J. Elazar (1973) 
The Governance of the Jewish Community of Calgary 

- 
Harvey Rich (1974) 

The Governance of the Jewish Community of Edmonton - 
Jennifer K. Bowerman (1975) 

The Governance of the Jewish Community of Hamilton - Louis Greenspan (1974) 
The Governance of the Jewish Community of London - Alan M. Cohen (1974) 
The Governance of the Jewish Community of Montreal - Harold M. Waller and Sheldon 

Schreter (1974) 
The Governance of the Jewish Community of Ottawa - Zachariah Kay (1974) 
The Governance of the Jewish Community of Toronto - Yaakov Glickman (1974) 
The Governance of the Jewish Community of Vancouver - Edna Oberman (1974) 
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The Governance of the Jewish Community of Windsor - 
Stephen Mandel and R.H. 

Wagenberg (1974) 
The Governance of the Jewish Community of Winnipeg 

- Anna Gordon (1974) 
The Jewish Community of Belgium 

- Adina Weiss (1970) 
The Jewish Community of Bulgaria 

- Baruch Hazzan (1974) 
The Jewish Community of Delaware - Adina Weiss and Joseph Aron (1976) 
The Jewish Community of Denmark - Adina Weiss (1977) 
The Jewish Community of Finland - Adina Weiss (1977) 
The Jewish Community of Greece - Adina Weiss (1974) 
The Jewish Community of Iran - Daniel J. Elazar (1975) 
The Jewish Community of Mexico - 

Seymur B. Liebman (1978) 
The Jewish Community of Norristown, Pennsylvania 

- Adina Weiss and Joseph Aron 

(1976) 
The Jewish Community of Sweden - Adina Weiss (1977) 
The Jewish Community of Turkey 

- Adina Weiss (1974) 
Jewish Survival and American Jewish Leadership 

- Daniel J. Elazar (1973) 
The Jewries of Scandinavia - Daniel J. Elazar (1977) 
The Jews of Norway 

- Simcha Werner and Adina Weiss (1977) 
In the Absence of Hierarchy: Notes on the Organization of the American Jewish Commu 

nity 
- Ernest Stock (1970) 

On the Study of International Jewish Political Organizations 
- Charles S. Liebman 

(1978) 
The Organization and Status of Contemporary Jewish Communities 5730 (1969-1970) 

- 

Daniel J. Elazar (1971) 

Preliminary Bibliography for the Comparative Study of Jewish Community Organiza 
tion - Daniel J. Elazar (1970) 

Sephardic Jewry in the United States: A Preliminary Instructional Profile 
- Daniel J. 

Elazar, et al. (1978) 

Studying Jewish Communities: A Research Guide - Daniel J. Elazar (1970) 

Today's Sephardim in Perspective 
- Daniel J. Elazar (1982) 

Trend Report on Jewish Social Research in Britain - Ernest Kraus (1971) 

Articles 

"Building Jewish Citizenship in the Emerging American Jewish Community/' Daniel J. 
Elazar, Forum, no. 23 (Spring 1975), pp. 5-17. 

"The Communal Organization of South African Jewry," Steven Aschheim, Jewish Journal 
of Sociology, vol. 12, no. 1 (June 1970), pp. 201-231. 

"Consensus and Community in Israel," Asher Arian, Jewish Journal of Sociology, vol. 12, 
no. 1 (June 1970), pp. 39-53. 

"A Contemporary Paradox: Israel and Jewish Peoplehood," Peter Y. Medding, Forum, no. 

26/1 (1977), pp. 5-16. 
"How Durban' Reacted to Israel's Crises: A Study of an American Jewish Community," 

Ernest Stock, Forum, no. 23/2 (1975), pp. 38-60. 
"In the Absence of Hierarchy: Notes on the Organization of the American Jewish Com 

munity," Ernest Stock, Jewish Journal of Sociology, vol. 21, no. 2 (December 1970), pp. 
195-200. 

"Israel, American Jewry, and the Re-Emergence of a World Jewish Polity," Daniel J. 
Elazar in Annual of Bar-Ilan Studies in Judaica and the Humanities XVI-XVII 
(1979). 

"The Institutional Life of American Jewry," Daniel J. Elazar, Midstream, vol. 17, no. 6 

(June/July 1971), pp. 31-50. 
"Jewish Multicountry Associations," Ernest Stock, American Jewish Year Book 1974-75, 

vol. 75, pp. 571-597. 

"Jews of France: From Neutrality to Involvement," Ilan Greilsammer, Forum, nos. 28-29 
(Winter 1978), pp. 130-146. 

'The Legal Status of American Jewry," Daniel J. Elazar and Stephen R. Goldstein in 
American Jewish Year Book 1972, vol. 73, pp. 3-94. 
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"The New Sadducees," Daniel J. Elazar, Midstream, vol. 24, no. 7 (August/September 
1978), pp. 20-25. 

"A Note on the Structural Dynamics of the American Jewish Community," Daniel J. 
Elazar, Judaism, vol. 20, no. 3 (Summer 1971), pp. 335-340. 

"On the Study of the Financing of Jewish Community Activities," A.A. Kessler, Jewish 
Journal of Sociology, vol. 12, no. 1 (June 1970), pp. 89-100. 

"Patterns of Jewish Communal Participation," Daniel J. Elazar, Congress Bi-Weekly, vol. 
39 (March 24,1972), pp. 7-9. 

"The Political Tradition of the American Jew," Daniel J. Elazar in Traditions of the 
American Jew, Stanley M. Wagner, ed. (New York: Center for Judaic Studies of Uni 

versity of Denver, 1977), chap. 5. 
"The Reconstitution of Jewish Communities in the Post-War Period," Daniel J. Elazar, 

Jewish Journal of Sociology, vol. 11, no. 2 (December 1969), pp. 187-226. 
"The State of World Jewry: A Contemporary Agenda," Daniel J. Elazar, Forum, vol. 25, 

no. 2 (1976), pp. 51-62. 
"The Sunset of Balkan Jewry," Daniel J. Elazar, Forum, vol. 27, no. 2 (1977), pp. 135-141. 
"Toward a Jewish Definition of Statehood for Israel," Daniel J. Elazar, Judaism, vol. 27, 

no. 2 (Spring 1978), pp. 233-244. 
"Towards a Renewed Zionist Vision," Daniel J. Elazar, Forum, vol. 26, no. 1 (1977), pp. 52 

69. 

Journals and Serial Publications 

(1) Issues of Tefutsot Yisrael (Hebrew quarterly co-published by the Jerusalem Center for 
Public Affairs and the American Jewish Committee) devoted to products of the 

study: 
The American Synagogue: Its Uniqueness and Future (Summer 1982) 

Israel-Diaspora Relations (Spring 1984) 
The Jewish Communities in Scandinavia: Association and Assimilation (March 

1977) 
The Jewish Community in Mexico and Central America (March 1978) 
The Jewish Community in Montreal: Facing Quebec Nationalism (June 1977) 
The Jewish Federation: "Kehillot" American Style (Spring 1982) 
Jewish Life in Britain (Winter 1983) 
The Jewish Population in the Diaspora/Demographic Analyses and Forecasts 

(Winter 1980) 
The Jews in Australia (June 1979) 
The Jews of France in Troubled Times (Winter 1982) 
The Organized Jewish Community in France (December 1978) 
Pluralism and Equality/The Community Relations Agenda of American Jewry 

(Summer 1981) 
The Remnants of Balkan Jewry (March-April 1974) 

(2) Jerusalem Letter/Viewpoints (English language periodical published twice monthly 
providing up-to-date and often behind-the-scenes information on and analysis of 

significant developments in Israel, the Jewish world, and the Middle East): 

JL7 "French Jewry and the French Elections?I," Ilan Greilsammer (March 12,1978) 

JL8 "French Jewry and the French Elections?II," Ilan Greilsammer (April 16, 1978) 

JL11 'The Jews of Quebec and the Canadian Crisis," Daniel J. Elazar (May 19, 1978) 

JL25 "Soviet Jewry: Its Sources of Information and Images of Israel," Dan Caspi 
(December 4,1979) 

JL27 "The Movement of M'sorati Judaism in Israel," Batya Stein (February 19,1980) 

JL30 "American Jewish Political Activism in the 1980s: Five Dilemmas," Jonathan S. 

Woocher (July 1,1980) 
JL33 "Jewish Religion and Politics in Israel," Daniel J. Elazar (October 12,1980) 

JL37 "Jewishness in the Soviet Union: A Preliminary Report of the First Independent 

Empirical Study," Benjamin Fain, Dan Caspi, and Mervin F. Verbit (January 5, 
1981) 
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JL44 "Jews on the Move: The New Wave of Jewish Migration and Its Implication for 

Organized Jewry," Daniel J. Elazar (January 10,1982) 
JL46 "The Emerging European Jewish Community Structure," Ernest Stock (March 14, 

1982) 
JL60 lews in Egypt?1983," Ernest Stock (June 15,1983) 
JL65 "American Jews and Israel: Pragmatic, Critical, But Still in Love," Steven M. 

Cohen (September 18, 1983) 

JL67 "Federation Allocations for Jewish Eduction and Other Local Services: A 
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